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The algorithm

The ECPP program can be divided three parts.
The first will be called “Downto” the second will
be called “Findcurves” and the third is “Proof”.

The steps of Downto are the following:
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D1: Square roots of small primes. We
start with the probable prime n. Up to a limit s,
for any prime number p for which (n|p) = 1, the
square roots of p or −p is calculated. The primes
come from a precalculated prime list, containing
the half of the differences between odd primes.
Roughly for half of the primes have to calcu-
late a square root. Calculating one square root
with algorithm of Tonelly and Shank (see Cohen
[6], p. 32) roughly the same time as the prob-
abilistic primality test for n. Indeed, the algo-
rithm has a probabilistic part which find a gen-
erator of (Z/nZ)∗ and a deterministic part using
2⌈lg(n)⌉ + e2 multiplication modulo n, where e
is the largest exponent for which 2e|n − 1. Be-
cause the value of e is 1, 2, 3, . . . with probability
1/2, 1/4, 1/8, . . . , the expected number of mul-
tiplications is O(lnn). Heuristic suggest that
the running time of the probabilistic part can
be neglected compared to the running time of
the deterministic part. If m(k) denote the mul-
tiplication time of k bit numbers, then the to-
tal running time of one square root operation is
O

(

m(lnn) ln n
)

.
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D2: Square roots of discriminants. A
precalculated, prefactored and preordered list of
fundamental discriminants D ≤ −7 is read;

gcd(n, 2D) = 1

necessary, i.e. n have to be free from small fac-
tors. For all odd prime factor of −D a square
root have to be given. The Jacobi symbol (D|n)
have to be 1. The modular square root of −D is
calculated using the roots of some factors of D.
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D3: Reduction of quadratic forms. For
a D passing the previous step, the reduction al-
gorithm is applied for the quadratic form ax2 +
bxy + cy2 where a = n, b2 ≡ −D (mod 4n) and
c = (b2 + D)/(4n). Here b can be found as the
square root of D modulo n and adding n if nec-
essary to have the same parity. The result of
the reduction checked whether it results an al-
gebraic integer ν from Z(

√
D) for which νν = n.

If this is the case, then s = ν + ν is calcu-
lated. The chance for this is 1/(2h(D)) where
h(D) is the ideal class number. The reduction
time using binary reduction algorithm is propor-
tional to (lnn)2, but this can be decreased to
O

(

m(lnn) ln n
)

with the Cornacchia algorithm
(see Cohen [6], p. 34) combined with controlled
euclidean descent of Schönhage (see Schönhage
– Grotefeld – Vetter [30]).
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D4: Factorization of curve orders. Ellip-
tic curves with cardinality n+1±s can be found.
These cardinal numbers trial divided with primes
up to a limit t. Only s mod p is calculated, be-
cause n+1 mod p is precalculated. Another half-
ing the work is possible, see [2], p. 55. The di-
vision with the found divisor is done and the
quotient is stored. The necessary time is pro-
portional to t lnn.
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D5: Factorization of curve orders. A
“batch trial division” using fast multiplication
and fast gcd can be applied to remove divisors
from 104 . . . 106 up to an upper limit b, say up
to 108. This trick was suggested by one of the
authors several years ago and seem to have ap-
pear independently by several authors; Pollard,
Strassen, D. J. Bernstein, for example; see [31],
p. 353. The product of curve orders is calculated:
first product of pairs, then product of quads, etc.
Primes products are read from file. It is divided
by the product of curve orders, then the gcd of
the remainder and the product of curve orders
is calculated. This is small. It is distributed to
partial products of curve orders, etc., product
of quads, product of pairs, and finally to curve
orders. The suprise with in this, that the depen-
dence on lg n, the magnitude of curve orders, is
very week. The algorithm seems to be superior
to other factorisation procedures useful here, as
Pollard ρ and p− 1, elliptic curves, etc., for fac-
tors below 108, but further investigation is nec-
essary to find the best limit.
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D6: Miller–Rabin test. The remaining un-
factored parts are tested with the Rabin-Miller
test (see Cohen [6], p. 415). A limited number of
basis (say, 10, for example 2,3,5,7,11,13,19,23,29,31)
is used. For any probable prime n′ the corre-
sponding D and s, for which n′ is the factor of
n + 1 + s, is outputted as a line containing D,
s and n′ (or better, n/n′ instead of n′) each in
hexadecimal form. The running time of the test
is O

(

m(ln n) lnn
)

.

D7: Iterate. The procedure is repeated for
n′ or each n′, if there are more. If no n′ is found,
then after taking a larger limit s, d or b further
D’s and prime divisors may be include to obtain
at least one n′.

D8: Backtrack. If “enough” work is done
on n, and it is possible, backtrack.
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The steps of “Findcurves” and “Proof” are
the following:

F1: Calculate polynomial. By finding the
proof, the first step is the calculation of the Hilbert
polynomial (or another polynomial) using float-
ing point calculations. The resulting coefficients
are rounded to integers.

F2: Modular root of polynomial. The
second step is the calculation of a root of the
Hilbert polynomial having degree h(Dn). This
use the well-known splitting procedure, until a
degree 1 part is obtained. To do this, we have
to calculate the nth power of a random first-
degree polynomial modulo the Hilbert polyno-
mial modulo n. If the more refined version of
Atkin and Morain is used, then the degree is
g(Dn) = h(Dn)/2t, where t is the number of
factors of Dn.

F3: Find curve and a point on it. The
third step to find the appropriate elliptic curve
from the two possibility, and an appropriate point
on it.

P: Partial proof. Calculate n′P and nP on
the given elliptic curve for the given point P .
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Assymptotic running time analysis.

A heuristic running time analysis of the el-
liptic curve primality proof method is given by
Lenstra and Lenstra [16]. They found the run-
ning time O(ln6+ε n) for n and they found proba-
ble that using fast multiplication, division, poly-
nom calculation, etc. methods it is possible to
reduce the running time down to O(ln5+ε n) for
any positive ε. They mention without explicit
treatement that using an observation of Shal-
lit this can be reduced to O(ln4+ε n) if we only
use discriminants which are the product of some
small primes. Here we will show that if some
plausible assumptions are true then the running
time can be reduced down to o(ln4 n) bit oper-
ation. Our analysis is very close to our imple-
mentation.
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The key to the running time analysis is the
following observation: If we can find all prime
factors of elliptic curve cardinalities m = n +
1 ± s below a bound b(n), then the chance that
one such number m will result a downto step, is
equal to the probability that the second largest
prime factor of m is less than b supposed to be
approximately

(

see Knuth [13], 4.5.4.(18)
)

.

eγ ln b(n)

lnn
≈ 1.7811

ln b(n)

lnn
.

Hence reasonable to suppose that if we have all-
together e(n) such numbers m, then the number
of downto possibilities has a probability distri-
bution with a mean approximately

λ = 1.7811
ln b(n)

lnn
e(n).

Because for each negative discriminant D ≤ −7
the probability of the succes is

1

2h(D)
,

where h(D) denotes the ideal class number, but
each succes results 2 different m’s, we expect

e(n) ≈
∑

D

1

h(D)
.
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Let us take a more detailed analysis of the
running time separately for each step. Of course,
this strongly depends on the time of multiplica-
tion, which has the same order for division and
squaring, and for any known practical methods
larger then the time for addition, substraction,
and multiplication by two-powers. To keep our
calculations as far as possible independent from
the choose of fast multiplication methods, we
shall denote my m(k) the time which we need
to multiple an arbitrary k-bit number with itself
on a given computer using a given multiplica-
tion method. FFT technics, as the well-known
method of Schönhage and Strassen make possi-
ble to keep this time as low as O(k ln k ln ln k)
and our implementation make very realistic to
use this estimate for the practical range of ap-
plication with some ten thousend decimal digits
of this test.
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D1: modular square roots. We need the
square root of D modulo n for several discrimi-
nants. To keep the amount of square root calcu-
lation reasonable, we may consider only discrim-
inants D having absolute value below a bound
d(n) and are s(n)-smooth for some smooth bound
function s. The following question is very impor-
tant from the viewpoint of running time analysis.

Q1. Let h(D) denote for a given negative
discriminant D the ideal class number. What
can be said about the assymptotic behavior of
the function

ē(n) =
∑

D

1

h(D)
,

where the summation is taken for all s(n)-smooth
negative discriminants with absolute value be-
tween 7 and d(n). The bound function d(n) and
the smooth function s(n) are prescribed function
of n.

For example, would be good to known that
for d(n) = (s(n))2 we have ē(n) ≍ s(n).
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As a standard example, we may choose d(n) ≍
(lnn)2. To obtain a lower estimate to the num-
ber of fundamental discriminants below d(n) we
consider from the remainder classes mod 16 only
the classes of -3, -4, -7, -8, -11 and -15, because
any number from these classes which if free from
a square of odd primes is necessarily a funda-
mental discriminant. We estimate the density
of numbers in these residue classes free from the
square of any odd prime. The density of square
free numbers is

∏

p∈P
(1−1/p2) having reciprocal

∏

p∈P

(

1 − 1

p2

)−1

=
∏

p∈P

(

1 +
1

p2
+

1

p4
+ · · ·

)

=
∑

n∈N+

1

n2
=

π2

6
.

Hence the density of odd square free numbers in
general and in each in the residue classes modulo
16 is (6/π2) · (4/3) = 8/π2, and assymptotically
we obtain that there are at least

3d(n)/π2
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fundamental discriminants below d(n). To take
the modular square root of all these discrimi-
nants is too much time. Suppose, that we only
keep the fundamental discriminants which are
s(n) ≍ d(n)c smooth with some 0 < c < 1. Then
we only have to calculate one square root modulo
n for each prime below s(n) for which (n|p) = 1.
This is the half of the primes below d(n)c, i.e.
O

(

d(n)c/ ln d(n)
)

prime. So if d(n) = O(ln2 n)
and m(k) = O(k ln k ln ln k) then to take the
roots we need O(ln3 n ln ln lnn) bit operations
if c = 1/2 and o(ln3 n) bit operations if c < 1/2.
Still we may (see Knuth [13], 4.5.4) suppose that
the number of discriminants which can be fac-
tored is ≍ ln2(n).
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To check all the fundamental discriminants
up to d(n) whether they are d(n)c smooth and
to find their factorizations we may use simple
trial division by all primes up to this limit. This
takes at most O

(

d(n)1+c ln3 d(n)
)

bit operations
using the classical division procedure.

So, as we will see, with an appropriate choose
of c < 1/2 the total amount of time for this step
can be neglected compared with the amount of
time to the other steps.
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D2: Square root of discriminants. For
a given discriminant D first we check whether
the conditions (D|n) = 1 and (n|p) = 1 for all
odd prime factor of D are satisfied. The prob-
ability that these conditions are satisfied is 2−t

where t is the number of “prime” factors of D;
here −4 or −8 are considered as a “prime” factor
but −1 not. Because of the Erdős–Kac theorem
the mean of the number of the factors for nat-
urals up to x has in limit normal distribution
with expected value ln lnx and variance ln lnx,
we obtain that this probability is

2− ln ln d = (e− ln ln d)ln 2 = 1/ lnln 2 d(n);

(¡¡¡¡ This was a serious error, I apologize
for it; fortunately the results seems to be
remain true ????) until ln d(n) ≍ ln lnn, this

probability is ≍ 1/ ln lnln 2 n. For example, this

is the case for any choose of d(n) ≍ lnα(n) ln lnβ(n)
with α > 0. The time to calculate the Jacobi
symbols can be neglected, because (n|p) = 1 are
already checked, (4|n) and (±8|n) precalculated.
Moreover, we have to calculate the square roots
of the discriminants. This needs

O
(

m(ln n)d(n)/ lnln 2 d(n)
)
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time, with the following simple trick: we precal-
culate the square root modulo n of all ±k for
each k up to, say,

√

d(n) which is the product of
primes having (n|p) = 1. After this, at most 3
modular multiplications gives the square root of
D modulo n; indeed it D is written as the prod-
uct of 4 factors, then the 2 least has a product
which is not greater then

√

d(n).
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D3: Reduction of quadratic forms. The
remaining D’s are investigated by reduction al-
gorithms of quadratic forms or the Cornachia
algorithm is applied. The running time in both
cases can be decreased down to

O
(

m(lnn) ln lnn
)

,

hence the total running time in our case is

O
(

m(ln n)d(n) ln lnn/ lnln 2 d(n)
)

.

D4: Trial division. Twice the number of
the remaining good discriminants is the number
of the elliptic curves e(n). This is approximated
by ē(n). The small factors of their cardinalities
are removed with a simple trial division up to a
limit t(n). This needs

O
(

e(n)t(n) ln n
)

time altogether. If t(n) = O(1), then this time
can be neglected.
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D5: Factorization. This step is to remove
small factors and find large factors of elliptic
curve cardinalities.

(a) Fourther trial division. If we use only
simple trial division method to remove small
factors up to the bound b(n), then this
needs

O
(

e(n)b(n) ln n
)

time.

(b) Batch trial division. One of the most
practical method is our “batch trial divi-
sion” up to a limit b(n). If b(n) ≥ e(n) ln n,
then dividing the product of primes up the
b(n) (which is in magnitude eb(n)) to parts
having the same size as the products of
curve orders, we obtain

b(n)

e(n) lnn

parts. Then we take the gcd of each part
with the product of curve orders. This
needs

O

(

b(n)

e(n) lnn
m

(

e(n) ln n
)

ln
(

e(n) lnn
)

)
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time and
O

(

e(n) lnn
)

core space. A somewhat better solution
may be to divide the product of primes (as
it read from disc, in binary form, starting
with MSB) with the product of curve or-
ders, and then taking the gcd of the re-
mainder and the product. This also needs

O
(

e(n) lnn
)

core space, but only

O

(

m
(

e(n) lnn
)

( b(n)

e(n) lnn
+ ln

(

e(n) ln n
)

)

)

time.
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(c) Pollard’s ̺. The so-called Pollard ̺ meth-
ods can be applied. To find factors up to
b(n) roughly, we need O

(
√

b(n)
)

iterations,

and each iterations needs O
(

m(ln n)
)

bit
operations. We also needs gcd operations
which takes O

(

m(ln n) ln lnn
)

bit opera-
tions, but seems to be enough to use a
gcd operation only after ln lnn iteration.
In this way the total running time is

O
(

e(n)
√

b(n)m(lnn)
)

.

(d) Pollard’s p − 1. The p − 1 method of
Pollard also can be applied. Here we can
choose parameters so that all factors p <
b(n) are found for which p − 1 is

√

b(n)-
smooth. Hence, a prime p ≪ b(n) will
be found almost surely, but by p ≈ b(n)
with probability ≈ 0.34 (see Knuth [13],
4.5.4 about the limit distribution of size of
largest prime factor). The running time is
similar as by the previous method of Pol-
lard.
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(e) We also may use the elliptic curve factor-
ization method to find the small factors of
the elliptic curve cardinalities. By Lenstra
and Lenstra [17], 4.3, p. 698 the optimal
choose to find factors below b(n) to take

the “smoothness bound” s to Lb(n)(1/
√

2)

and to use Lb(n)(1/
√

2) elliptic curves, where
Lk(β) defined by

Lk(β) = eβ
√

ln(k) ln ln(k).

In this case we shall find prime factors be-
low b(n) with large probabilities. The total
amount of time we need for e(n) cardinal-
ities is

O
(

e(n) ln b(n)m(lnn)Lb(n)(
√

2)
)

.
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Moreover, two important theoretical question ap-
pears.

Q2. For different factorization methods such
as trial division, Pollard ̺, Pollard p− 1, elliptic
curves, etc., applying them with various param-
eters to find prime factors of cardinality of e(n)
elliptic curves, what is the expected number of
curve cardinalities completely factored. For ex-
ample, using trial division up to a bound b(n)
this expected number is hoped to be assymptot-
ically

eγ ln b(n)

lnn
e(n).
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Q3. For each different factorization methods,
applying them with various parameters to find
prime factors, if a given elliptic curve cardinality
completely factors, what is the expected value
and distribution of the “gain” defined as ln of
the “smooth part” of the cardinality. For exam-
ple, using trial division or batch trial division up
to a bound b(n) the expected value supposed to
be ≍ ln b(n). The heuristic behind this is the
following: for each prime p the probability that
p divides a given curve order m is 1/p and this
results a “gain” ln p. Hence the expected value
of the total gain is

∑

p∈P,p≤b(n)

ln p

p
∼

∫ b(n)

2

lnx
1

lnx

1

x
dx ∼ ln b(n).

By outher methods still we may expect that the
“gain” only differs by a bounded factor, so still
remains ≍ ln b(n).
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D6: Miller-Rabin test. We have to test
e(n) remaining unfactored parts with a fast prob-
abilistic test, the Miller-Rabin test. This needs

O
(

e(n)m(ln n) lnn
)

time.
D7: Iterate. We may suppose that if the ex-

pected value of the downone possibilities is large
enough, then with a fixed positive probability we
will succed. This gives the condition

eγ ln b(n)

lnn
e(n) > 1.

D8: Backtrack. We have the possibility al-
ways to use more effort in a given step or back-
track. We also want to find the optimal solution
for this problem, too.
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Q4. Not clear, what is the best tactic by the
downto process, and what probability of succes
can be obtained. This problem is similar to some
problems in percolation theory. We plan to in-
vestigate what is the optimal choose of parame-
ters. From one side, we should like to use mini-
mal time, and on the other side we should like to
obtain so large “gain” in the length of primes as
possible. Occasionally we need a backtrack step.
The probability of this possibility have to keep
small. Some of the calculated data obtained ear-
lier can be reused by bactracking, which makes
even harder to find the optimal tactic.
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F1: Calculate polynomial. By finding the
proof, the first step is the calculation of the Hilbert
polynomial. The time can be neglected?

F2: Find a root of the polynomial. The
second step is the calculation of a root of the
Hilbert polynomial having degree h(Dn). The

degree certainly ≤ 2
√

d(n) ln d(n), and we may

hope ≍
√

d(n). If the more refined version of
Atkin and Morain is used, then the degree is
g(Dn), so we may hope degree ≍

√

d(n)/ lnln 2 d(n).
So we have two cases:

(A) In a simple implementation the running time
for one step is

O
(

m
(

h(Dn) lnn
)

ln n
)

.

(B) In a more refined implementation the running
time for one step is

O
(

m
(

g(Dn) lnn
)

lnn
)

.
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F3: Find elliptic curve. The third step
to find an appropriate elliptic curve. The num-
ber of elliptic curves to try only two, and the
expected number of points to try also bounded.
Hence this step needs

O
(

m(lnn) lnn
)

time. This can be neglected.

P: Proof step. One proof step needs

O
(

m(lnn) lnn
)

time. This can be neglected.
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Heuristic

From the running time analysis we obtain the
following estimates for the running time of the
important parts:

D3: Reduction of quadratic forms:

O
(

d(n)m(ln n) ln lnn/ lnln 2 d(n)
)

.

D5: Factorization:
(a) O

(

e(n)b(n) lnn
)

.

(b) O

(

m
(

e(n) ln n
)

(

b(n)
e(n) ln n

+ ln
(

e(n) lnn
)

)

)

(c) O
(

e(n)
√

b(n)m(ln n)
)

.

(d) O
(

e(n)
√

b(n)m(ln n)
)

.

(e) O
(

e(n) ln b(n)m(ln n)Lb(n)(
√

2)
)

.

D6: Miller-Rabin test: O
(

e(n)m(ln n) lnn
)

.

F2: Find a root of a polynomial:

(A) O
(

m
(

h(Dn) lnn
)

lnn
)

.

(B) O
(

m
(

g(Dn) lnn
)

lnn
)

.
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“Strong factorization ” heuristic. Let us
take simple d(n) ≍ ln2(n) and suppose that the

“gain” is ≍ ln b(n), moreover e(n) ≍
√

d(n),

h(Dn) = O
(
√

d(n)
)

and

g(Dn) = O
(
√

d(n)/ lnln 2 d(n)
)

.

We suppose that m(k) = O(k ln k ln ln k). The
time of one step for the most critical steps D3,
D6 and F2 is independent from the method of
factorization and the following:

D3: O
(

ln3 n ln ln2−ln 2 n ln ln lnn
)

;

D6: O
(

ln3 n ln lnn ln ln lnn
)

;

F2A: O
(

ln3 n ln ln n ln ln lnn
)

;

F2B: O
(

ln3 n ln ln1−ln 2 n ln ln lnn
)

.
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In the different cases of the factorization the
following one-step running time for factorization
and and total running time for the whole test can
be obtained using only the Hilbert polynomials:

(a): trial division. If b(n) between ≍ ln(n)

and ≍ ln(n) ln ln2−ln 2 n ln ln lnn then O
(

b(n) ln2 n
)

and O(ln4 n ln ln1−ln 2 n ln ln lnn).

(b): batch trial division. If b(n) is between

≍ lnn and ≍ ln3(n) ln ln1−ln 2 n, then the factor-
ization time is between O

(

ln2 n ln ln2 n ln ln lnn
)

and O
(

ln3 n ln ln2−ln 2 n ln ln lnn
)

and the total
running time is

O
(

ln4 ln ln1−ln 2 n ln ln lnn
)

.

(c/d): Pollard. If b(n) is between ≍ ln n

and ≍ ln2 n ln ln2−2 ln 2 n, then

O
(
√

b(n) ln2 n ln lnn ln ln ln n
)

and
O

(

ln4 n ln ln1−ln 2 n ln ln lnn
)

.
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(e): Elliptic curves. If

b(n) ≍ (lnn)ln ln n/ ln ln ln2 n

then the “gain” is ≍ ln ln2 n/ ln ln ln2 n, the fac-
torizaton time is o(ln3 n), and the total running
time is

O(ln4 n ln ln ln3 n/ ln lnln 2 n).
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“Strong factorization plus small discrim-
inans” heuristic. Let us take

d(n) ≍ ln2 n/ ln ln2 n

and suppose that the “gain” is ≍ ln b(n), more-

over e(n) ≍
√

d(n), h(Dn) = O(
√

d(n)) and

g(Dn) = O
(
√

d(n)/ lnln 2 d(n)
)

. We suppose that
m(k) = O(k ln k ln ln k). Note that still the ex-
pected value of e(n) can be greater then 1. Again,
the time of one step for the most critical steps
D3, D6 and F2 is independent from the method
of factorization and the following:

D3: O
(

ln3 n ln ln lnn/ ln lnln 2 n
)

;

D6: O
(

ln3 n ln ln lnn
)

;

F2A: O
(

ln3 n ln ln lnn
)

;

F2B: O
(

ln3 n ln ln lnn/ ln lnln 2 n
)

;
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In the different cases of the factorization the
following one-step running time for factorization
and total running time for the whole test can be
obtained using only the Hilbert polynomials:

(a): trial division. If b(n) is between ≍ ln n
and ≍ lnn ln ln lnn, then O

(

b(n) ln2 n
)

and

O(ln4 n ln ln lnn/ ln lnn).

(b): batch trial division. If b(n) is between
≍ lnn and ≍ ln3 n/ ln ln3 n, then the factoriza-
tion time is between O

(

ln2 n ln lnn ln ln lnn
)

and

O
(

ln3 n ln ln lnn
)

and the total running time is

O
(

ln4 n ln ln lnn/ ln lnn
)

.

(c/d): Pollard. If b(n) is between ≍ ln n
and ≍ ln2 n, then the factorization time is

O
(
√

b(n) ln2 n ln ln lnn
)

and the total running time is

O
(

ln4 n ln ln lnn/ ln lnn
)

.
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(e): Elliptic curves. If

b(n) ≍ (lnn)ln ln n/ ln ln ln2 n

then the “gain” is ≍ ln ln2 n/ ln ln ln2 n, the fac-
torizaton time is o(ln3 n), and the total running
time is O(ln4 n ln ln ln3 n/ ln ln2 n).
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